Making a Stamp

What are you doing: You are going to create a stamp and write a summary about a scientist that was famous for force and motion.

Stamp: Use paper provided in class to create a lifetime image of your person. Make sure the image represents your person well. This one image will speak a thousand words about your person.

Here is an example:

![Stamp Example](image)

Summary: You will write a summary/argument to the United States Post Office to create such a stamp. Follow rules that you learn in Language Arts class such as rough copy, peer editing, final copy, and proper conventions. The summary should include what this person did for science in the study of motion and force.

Your picture should reflect something in your summary.

Additional information can be found in trade books in the classroom or the science virtual library 5th grade science section.

*** You may also want to do a google search on other stamps to see what they look like. Go to Google and type in; United Postal stamps of people.

Rubric:

4- Goes beyond the work to achieve a 3
3- No major errors, included 3 scientific facts related to class, artwork looks like effort was made
2- Some errors, included 2 scientific facts, late, artwork looks rushed
1- Major errors, less than 2 scientific facts, incomplete, artwork is sloppy